Abstract. Based on theory of Lematire's equivalent strain of the damage and with the damage of bars of the block reticulated spherical shell, the nonlinear bending problem of the block reticulated shells considering damage with rectangular bottom was studied under the boundary condition of moved fixed-edges based on the nonlinear deformation foundational equations. The trigonometric series solution satisfies boundary condition of the deflection was derived firstly. The stress function was solved by substitution of the solution into the nonlinear compatibility equation and the nonlinear characteristic formula of the loads and the deflection was obtained by the energy equation. Then the critical point was given. The critical load was given by the characteristic curves. The nonlinear characteristic formula in the paper can be reference by the engineering designers. The effect of the damage of the structure can be considered.
Problem of the block spherical reticulated shells with damage
Where f the symmetry centre deflection of the shell Substituting (6) into deformation compatibility equation (2) we can obtain: Substituting (6) and (7) into equation (8) 
The characteristic curves were given in the following: O , when the damage is larger,the load to the maximum the curves declines quickly, the structure is instability. The shells with damage the easier instability.
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Conlusion
The boundary value problem of the block shells with damage is much greater difficult than the problem of the shells with circle bottom [3, 4, 5] , the different critical load of different rectangular block shells with damage can be given based on the value of the edge length ratio.
It is easier instability for the reticulated shells with the damage.
